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Ie INTRODUCTION
Very many flow processes of engineering application
occur within regions where the cross sections may vary not
only in area but also in shape. In the most general case
the flow channel will also possess curvature so that es-
sentially there are three factors that may be expected to
affect the velocity’ and pressure distribution:
.,.
1. Change in the side” of the flow cross section lead-
i-ng to a mean acceleration or retardation.
2. Curvature.
3. Change iil the shape of the cross section.
Examples of flow in which these three influences oper-
ate to different degree are those iil the curved intake
pipes of turbines and in the impeller and guide wheels of
pumps and compressors of all kinds. In order to gain in-
sight into the difficult processes that occur, each of the
three influences above must be investigated. SO far , this
has been done for those enumerated under 1 and 2 above.
Thus Nikuradse (reference 1) and D8nch (reference 2) con-
sidered the velocity and pressure distributioil in conver-
gent aild divergent channels and others, particularly
Nippert (reference 3) considered curved channels of con- *
stant cross-section shape. With regard to tbe third fac-
tor, namely,’ the change in shape of the cross section
*llEinfluss der Querschnittsverformung auf die Xntwicklung
der Geschwindigkeits- und Druckverteilung bei turbulenten
Str?5mufigen in Rohren.11 VDI-Forschungsheft 389, Supplement
to l?orschung auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens, ed. B,
vol. 9, March/April 1938, pp. 1-20.
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while the area remains constan-t~”no investigation results
are as yet available.* Such an investigation will be the
subject of the present paper. 170r this purpose it iS ne-
cessary to consider the velocity an& pressure relations
over each eatire cross section so that we are confronted
with a three-dimensional problem.’
II. THE TEST SXT-UP
One of the most common types of transition in cross-
sectional shape is that ‘of a circle into a rectangle.
Since, moreover, the built-up velocity distributions differ
considerably in the flow through circular and rectangular
cross sections, it may be expected that the effect of the
change in cross section on the velocity and pressure rela-
tions will show up very strongly. For this reason, there
is co2sitLereCl in this paper the flow where the sha?e of
cross section changes from circle to rectangle or ~n”tho
rcvcrsc direction, from rectringle to circle. Tho tests
were carried out with air as the medium.
Figure 1 shows the test set-up for the investigation
of the velocity aild Nressure distrihutj.oils in the transi-
tion from a circular cross section (diameter, 190 mm) into
a rectangular’ one of the same area (width, 238 mm; height,
119 mm). These relatively large cross-sectional areas
were chosen in order that the percent change in cross-
section area resulting from the insertion of the velocity-
and -pressure-measuring apparhtus should be as small as
possible and thus the actual velocity and. pressure distri-
hu.tioi~smeasured with the greatest’possille accuracy; The
tests were performed in the open air. With the intake
chamber k not connected to the” pipe the readings of the
mi’cromanorneters which served to measure the veloclty and the
p,ressure were subject ‘t& rather large irregular fluctuations
on some days as a result of wind impact on the open pipe,
In order to eliminate this difficulty in the reading of the
instruments, arf intake chamber k of approxir2ately 2 cubic
meters volume was joined to the end of the pipe. The bottom
of the chanber is formed of two sheet-metal layers 1 hav-
*One of the f’ew suggestions for the necessity of taking in-
to account the effects of change in cross-,sectional shape
on the development of the velocity distribution is found in
the dissertation cf E. Schr8der (reference 4),
—-
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!-, ing orifices through which the air is sucked in, the
La,,,
I chamber being other.wise...,compe.tely,,,,closed, To avoid dis-
J turbances resulting from jet contraction” and formation
J““ of vortices at the sharp pipe edges at the inlet to the
1’
entry run of pipe a, an entry throat e is inserted
;/ between the intake chamber and the circular pipe through.
,;]::. which throat the air in the intake chamber is gradually
accelerated..
In the preliminary tests, it was found that the ve-
locity profile at the entry run of pipe was asymmetrical
to the pipe axis, more air flowing through the upper or
lower part of the circular section, depending on the dist-
ance of the profile from the pipe inlet. In order to
avoid this, two honeycombs g, one directly behind the
throat and the other 5 meters distant, were installed in
the pipe a. T%ey consist of thin-walled sheet metal
tubes of about 250-millimeter length and 25-millimeter di-
ameter arranged to fill out the cross section by honcy-
Combs. The installation of those resulted in symmetric
velocity distribution with respect to tile pipe axis.
The entry run of pipe was 17 meters long, that is,
about 90 diameters. !?hepipe is formed of an g-meter
length of normally welded sheet metal while the remaining
length Of 9 meters WP.S of seamless, drawn sheet brass.
Preliminary tests were at first necessary in order to
see whether the entry run of 90 diameters was sufficient
to give at its end a built-up turbulent velocity profile.
The condition for this stable velocity profile is that it
no longer changes with increase in entry length. Accord-
ing to investigations by IIirsten (reference 5), the length
of pipe chosen is sufficient to give a stationary, turbu-
lent velocity profile. In the present case, because of the
asymmetrical entry, the possibility arose that these dis-
turbances might require a longer entry run of pipe.
>>.
An accurate velocity profile was therefore taken at
the end of the entry run, that is, after a’ length of ’90 d
and also one after a length of 80 d. Comparison gave an
accurate agreement between the two velocity distributions.
A further proof that the leilgth of entry run was sufficient
will be provided in the more detailed discussion below of
the initial profile (section VI). It is essential to have
a stationary velocity profile at the end of the entry run
in o,rdcr to obtain independently the effect of the change
in cross section on the velocity ,and pressure distributions
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and auoid disturbances that may be ascribed merely to a
short length of pipe. I.tmust be noted, however, that
the requirement of a built-up turhulcnt velocity profile
at the beginuin.g of the transition section very seldom is
met with in pr.acticc where such transitions in cross sec-
tions ‘occur. It is necessary, however, to assume such
built-up profiles in systematic tests in order to le able
to simplify to some extent the difficult relations involved.
Only then. will it bc possible to consider measuremerits
with other entry profiles that occur m.oru in practice.
At the e~id of the entry run of pipe, there is the
transition piece v which permits the transition from the
Circlzlar cross section to the rectangular while maintain-
ing the area the same. In order to be able to follow fur-
ther the developme:~t of ths velocity aad pressure distri-
bution after the exit cf the air fron the transition piccc
and to eliminate disturbing reactiofi effects on the veloc-
ity and pressure distribution in the transition piece it-
self the air after leaving the transition piece flows into
a 5 meters long rectangular exit run b. The construction
fif the latter may be seen fron figure 2 which shows a sec-
tion of it. It is assonbled from 3 millimeters thick
smooth sheet brass c.nd rodd on the cast iron fr.anes r
which are screwed on at a distance of 1 uieter apart on two
u l.)callss. In order to obtain sharp edges the two latter
sheets sh are welded to the base plate bb and screwed
together with the cover plate db. The exit run b ends
iil a deflectiilg chamber u (fig. 1) out of which the air
is sucked by a blower.
The test set-up for the flow in the oyposite direc-
tion where the cross section changes from rectangular to
circular of equal area is shown in figure 3. The entry
run of pipe a connected ahead of the transition piece
v has a length of 11 m= ’70 dh (dh = hydraulic diameter
~=01586m 1?= area of section, U = perimeter of
‘u’
s
cross section)9 whereas the connecting exit run b of
cj.rcular section is again 5 meters long. In order to avoid
dist~rba~~ces, there is in t]lis case, too, at the entrance
to the entry run an entry throat e.
In the case of the flow direction rectangle -—>
circle there is also to be invested the development of the
velocity distribution along the entry run itself, no meas-
urements of this kind having so far been published accord-
ing to the author’s knowledge.” In order to carry out
—- .- —
l.’v\:,
d
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these mcasuremci~ts it was necessary to, dispense ‘with the.
----- intake charn%er ahead of.,the ,en$ry $~roqt since bccausc of
~ the deflection of the intalco air this. chamb-e”r’’-wo~ud-dhave
: made the velocity profile in the first part of the entry
‘{,-:
\// run asymmetrical so that the ,development of the velocityprofiles could not be followed. Similarly, it was also
(“, n,eccssary to dispensewith a honeycomb in the entry. length
i of pipe since it would give rise in part of the pipe to a
velocity distribution that would not agree with that of
\ the same section without the honeycomb. It was all the
easier to dispense with the honeycomb as it was found that
in the initial rectangular run of pipe there appeared no
tendency toward a velocity distribution asymmetrical with
respect to the axis. On account of the absence of the
intake cham’her, the tests for the flow direction rec-
tangle —- circle were carried out only on claim‘days.
As in the case of tho transition circle~ rectangle
it also was established for the reverse direction whether
the chosen length of pipe was sufficient for attaining a
fully built-up turbulent velocity distribution. As may be
seen from fig-arc 7, a stationary built-up turbulent veloc-
ity distribution is attained at the very entrance to the
transition piece, so that the length of the initial run of
pipe is sufficient.
The remaining construction of the test set-up corre-
spoiids to the transition circle~ rectangle. The air
flows out of the transition piece v through the circular
exit run b into the deflecting chamber u out of which
it is sucked by the blower and is again discharged into
the free atmosphere. The purpose of the B,randtl tube p
indicated in figures 1 and 3 will be disctissed in section V,
111, TH3 VHLOCIl?Y AND PRESSURE-MZASURING APPARATUS
For the measurement of the velocity ‘and pressure dis-
tributions in the different cross sections a pressure
sphere whose construction and princi~al dimensions may be
seen from figure 4 was macle use of. The entire apparatus
rests. on a base plate g which .is screwed on to. the pipe
over the measuring orifices (s in fig. 8) to be” further
described below. (The manner of this attachment may also
be seeil from fig.. II..) On the base plate g is.a cylin-
der w rotatable in a plane in both directions an”d to this
is attached the support h of the shaft of the sphere.
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The magnitude of the angle of rotation ~ ~ of the cylin-
der with respect to the vertical position is read off on a
graduated circle m. The shaft s of the sphere is axial-
ly displacea~le in the support and can be turned about its
axis (angle of rotation a) . At the upper end of the sup-
port is the headpiece o rotatable in the support, ground
smooth on one side and provided with a vernier scale n.
Through this the sphere shaft,which is provided with a’mm
scale along its length is visible so that the depth of
loworing of the pressure sphere into the transition section
may he determi-ned. At the upper end of the shaft there is
a di~k r rotatin,g with it and provided with a graduated
circle on which the angle of rotation ~a of the shaft
with respect to a determined zero position may be read off
by rotating the pointer z over tha disk until the reflec-
tion of the tiy of the pointer coincides with the pointer
tip ZL over the mirror Sy.
By adjusting the angle $ and the lowering depth,
all points of the lower half and a portion of the points
of the upper half of each section of the transition piece
may be reached. The sphere k itself has four pressure
orifices (fig. 5a) in contrast to the spheres that have so
far been employed in the Karlsruhe Laboratory for flow ma-
chines, where 12-millimeter diameter spheres provided with
five pressure orifices are employed. (fig. 5b). A detailed
description of a prcssur:> sphere with .five orifices nay be
founcl in the paper hy Krisam (reference 6) so that an ex-
plailation of the principle of the measurement of velocity
and pressure with the aid of the sphere may be dispensed
with here. A deviation was made from the usual type of
construction in order that a smaller sphere diameter may
be o%tained. With the sphere diameter chosen of 8 milli-
meters, it is no longer possible to weld securely and air
tight the five small pressure tubes required for a sphere
with five orifices (0.8 mm outer diameter, and 0.5 mm in-
ner diameter) that serve to convey the pressure through
the sphere shaft. In order to keep the diameter of the
sphere down to 8 millimeters and at the same time to main-
tain the climensions of the pressure tubes, there is no
choice than to attempt to constrl?.ct a pl”actical instrument
with fewer than five orifices which should permit the meas-
urement of tho velocity in magnitude and direction as well
as of the pressure. In using the 8-millimeter sphere with
four orifices, it is necessary, because of the. elimination
orifice 3 (fiG. 5b) to define the coefficient k~. for the
determination”of the angle 6 (angle between the velocity
direction and the perpendicular to the sphere shaft in the
(..
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meridian plane “ivhich,contalns the.:orifices 1 and 2) differ-
-..
mrt!!y-than-’that-:fo:r..the..,p,~,ercrcwith five orifices.” In our
c“ase
,,
ka - kl ..ha - hl
kb = =
ka-k~ .ha-h4
where kl, “ka, and k4 are nondimensional coefficients
whose values must’be determined by calibration from the
relation “
k“l~2s4 = (h 1,s,4 - p/Y) 2 g/c2
as a function of 8.
‘hi’ ha;sh;ta::: ;::s:::::ur; th:;:s
at orifices 1, 2,” and 4; p “ .
cific weight of the flow nedium; g, acceleration ;f
gravity; c, velocity of flow.) The
‘6 curve plotted
against +8 and -8 must be of such a form that to each
value of k~ there corresponds a definite angle and not
several values of 8. In order to satisfy this condition,
the orifice2 .on the sphero was somewhat inclined toward
the shaft so that the axis of the orifice forms an angle
of 6° with the niddlc plane of the sphere at right angles
to the shaft axis. For the same reason, the orifice 1 cLs-
suned a somewhat different position, its axis forming with
the niddlc plane an angle of 300 (fig. 5a). In this way
there was obtained a unique curve for ka as a function
of the angle &6 as is shown in the calibration curve of
figure 6 for the values of 6 between +350 and -350. I?or
values of 8 larger than 235°, the k~ curve becones
nany-valued. In this rango therefore, the pressure sphere
is no longer applicable. In the case of the tests under
consideration, however, no such large values of 6 were to
be expected.
i>
In the measurement of the velocity and the pressure
at any position with the aid of the pressure sphere appa-
ratus, the procedure is as follows. After adjustment of
the sphere coordinates of the.corresponding measuring sta-
tion, that is, the lowering depth of the shaft and the an-
gle 429, that sphere is rotated untii the pressure at ori-
fice 4 becomes equal to that at orif,ice 5. On the scale
attached to the sphere shaft,. this..angle of rotation ~a
can thenbe read off. The zero line .for measuring the angle
a lies.on the line of intersection of the plane of the
disk” and the meridian plane o.f the sph~re through the ori-
fices 1 and 2. After the deter.mination of the value o“f .k~
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from, the nanometer readings Ill, ha> and h~ by the re-
lation given above, there is determined from the calibra-
tion curve the angle &6 ,corresponding to this value of
k~ , There are furthermore obtained from the calibration
curve the velocity coefficients ICI and ka. The speed
and pressure energy is then obtained fron the relations
~a h2 - h% P c’
—~ and - = hl - kz —
2 g k2 - kl Y 2g
The velocity c thus determined is split up into three
components CX* CY ‘ and Cz at right angles to one an-
other. The Cz component is parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the test length and is considered positive in the
direction of the main flow. In the plane at right, angles
to it are the cx and Cy axes. Theirpositive sense is
taken in the usual manner so that the rotation from the
-positive cx axis to the positive Cy axis gives a right
hand screw direction to the positive Cz axis. From the
measured angles a, S, $, and the determined velocity c,
the velocity components are computed from the relations
.Cx = C(COS 5 sin a COS$ - sin 6 sin~),
CY = -c(sin 6 cos$ + cos 6 sin a sint)
C.z = ‘c Cos 6 Cos CL
Concerning the effect of the shaft of the sphere on
the velocity measurement, the following may be remarked.
In the most unfavorable case, that is, in the measurement
of the velocity at the lowest measuring positions of the
circular cross section of the transition pieces, the 9-
millimetcr diameter shaft obstructs the cross section over
a length of approximately 180 millimeters. This means
therefore a reduction in area of the total section of about
16.2 cm2, which is 5.6 perceilt. The sphere was calibrated
by the method described in detail in the paper by Krisam
(reference 6) and also for a circular pipe of 190-millimeter
diameter, the shaft extending 55 millimeters into the cross
section. The comparison velocity and comparison pressure
were measured with a Prandtl tube whose shaft extended di-
ametrically opposite the sphere also 55 millimeters into
the cross section. The distances of the pressure slot and
the dynamic pressure orifice from the shaft of the Prandtl
tube correspond to that required in the Handbuch der l!lx-
perimental Physik (reference 7). The dimensions there in-
y“ ;--”
—
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dicated are such that the effect of tube shaft on the meas-
===0
‘urement of the dynamic and static. pressures is eliminated
and there may “thus be obtained the tru~ ‘velocity at “a’po~nt.
It is of importance to see that in the calibration of the
sphere apparatus there should be a similar decrease in ar,ea
%y 10 cma = 3.5 percent. l?he effect of the sphere shaft on
the velocity measurement therefore involves in the most un-
favorable case a deer’ease” in area ‘of 6.’2 cma. In order to
test the effect of this the velocities in the pure circular
cross ection were Measured first with the sphere and then
with a small pitot tube of 2 mm ‘shaft diameter. The two
velocity distributions thus o%tained show a very good agree-
nent from which it may be concluded that the effect of the
sphere shaft on tho velocity measurement is negligible.
Also the pressure measurement carried .out with the aid of
the sphere gave for each point of the circular cross sec-
tion the same pressure and hence led to the conclusion that
the shaft of the sphere is also without effect on the pres-
sure measurement. As mentioned in the paper by Krisam the
sphere gives erroneous values in the neighborhood of the
wall l The velocities and pressures are neasured too high
there and the measurements of the angles also disagree.
!I!hecauses for these errors are first, the fact that
the velocity distribution in the neighborhood of the wall
is disturbed by the sphere and particularly the fact that
the sphere is located in a region of large velocity drop,
so that very different velocities are found at each of the
orifices of the sphere. At such points therefore the ve-
locities were measured with a small pitot tube (fig. 7)*
the static pressure being taken at the same time at the
pressure orifices at the wall. Also in the measurement of
the velocity in the neighborhood of the wall in those
cross sections in which the pressure varied over the pe-
riphery of the cross section of the static pressure of the
wall orifice was differentially connected. to the dynamic
pressure at the other end of the micromanoneter and then
the reading measured with the sphere instrument, corrected
to the corresponding actual static pressure at the point
under consideration. In the measurement with the pitot
tube, the latter was placed in the support in the position
of the sphere shaft. In order to be able to neasure the
velocity in the same plane, -the pitot tube was bent in the
form of a hook, With this instrument, it is possible to
take velocity measurements at points having o,ninimum dis-
tance fron the wall of 1-1/2 nm. As an indication of the
accuracy of the velocity measruements, it nay be said
that the discharge V given by the continuity law V =
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1? C~m (Cm is mean velocity through section) at the
various measuring SOCtiOilS F gave the same value with
a deviation of &O.75 percent.
.
IV. THE TRANSITION PIECES
TWO transition pieces were investigated. Both have
the following principal dimensions as may also be seen
from figures 8 and 9:
Diameter of circular section: 190 mm
Rectangular section: 238 x 119 nma
The transition length, that is, the distance between the
fully built-up circular and rectangular sections, anounts
in the case of the first transitioil piece I to 440 nilli-
~.eters and in transition piece II to 110 millinetcrs.
A circle may be deforned into a rectangle of the
sane area along a straight axis in nn iafinite nuaber of
ways 9 From the condition, however, that there is a flow
nediun through the sections the nunber of possible defor-
~lations beconcs strongly linited. The main condition to
bc satisfied by the transition piece is that the transi-
tion be uniforn and continuous along the entire length,
that is, that it follow a definite law of deformation, so
that there le no discontinuities in the transition fron
one section to the other and each intermediate section
possess the sane area.
!The trailsition length for piece I is so chosen that
the angles between the axis and the walls of the transition
piece remain below 5°. On the”other hand, the angles of
transition piccc II, on account of the shorter length. naY
reach a value up to 19°. The latter transition piece was
mostly for the purpose of investigating whether, because
of local negative accelerations, separation fron the wall
occurs in spite of a constant Hem velocity. The law of
deforraation according to which the circle is transformed
into the recta~~gle will be explained with the aid of fig-
ure 10.
There are first shown the initial and end cross sec-
tions. It is readily seen that the vertically hatched
areas 2A subtracted from the circle are equal to the hori-
I ,mm. I-n- m-n -II MI n n m m -I ml 1111 1111 mII II I I n mu II
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ho?izo~ tally hatched areas ,23 added to the rectangle.
Seven i::termediat~ cross sections are indicated for form-
..- ..—,,,i~& the trans’iti6n Qiebb”.’ ‘The contours ‘of’these’sections
were obtained in the following manner. Areas A and B
: were divided into eight eq~l partial areas as shown in
::
,, the figure. The lines Joining the corresponding division
points give the contour @an intermediate cross section
(fig. 10, where this cond”truction is shown for the middle
cross section 5). The partial areas subtracted at the
upper and lower sides are added laterally to the circle,
so that each intermediate sectioq has the same area as the
i,nitial and end section of the transition piece. The sec-
tions finally obtained are shown in figure 8 with .the only
differei~cc that the edge arising at E is somewhat broken,
the al?eaS, of course, still remailing the. same.
The transition picccs wore cast of silumin since the
latter gives a very smooth surface and rotaii~s its shape
Very VJC?ll. Both of these properties must unconditionally
be required of the material used for the casting since it
is subsequently impossible to work the inner surfaces of
the transition piece, the surfaces being merely smoothed
over with glass paper. On the’ upper sides of the transi-
tion pieces arc cast the seats a (figs. 8 and 9) to which
the velocity apparatus may be screwed on and extended
through the milled slots s at the various cross sections.
The slots of those cross sections at which no measurements
were taken were made airtight by accurately cast load cov-
ers. At the ends of the transition pieces themselves are
the iliital and end cross sections 200 milli.meters apart, so
that trailsition piece I.has a total length of 400 + 2 x 200 =
840 millimeters and piece II a length of 110 + 2 X 200 =
510 millimeters. Transition piece I is provided with 11
measuring sections and hence with 11 seats with slots,
whereas transition piece II possesses fivo measuring sec-
tions. Laterally and at the under sides there are located
“eyes?! au at each scco”ildsection of pieco I aild at each
section of piece II, which are provided with orifices b
and tubes t for taking tho static prf!ssuro in measuring
the velocities in the neighborhood of the wall with the aid
of the pitot tube.
.“, It was first necessar~ to test the cast transition
pieces for their suitability for the tests under consider-
ation. It was particularly necessary to investigate
whether the required cross sections agreed with those o.f
the actual trai~sition pieces and wk.ether the area “was con-
stant as required. For this purpose each cross section of
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the transition pieces was measured and plotted with the
aid of ta caliper instrument, This instrument consisted
of a pointed z!ctal rod st which is inserted in the
support h of figure 4 in place of the sphere shaft s,
figure 11. It is then possible to measuro the lower and
a p~rtion of the lateral parts of the cross sections ac-
curately by reading the angle with the scale m and the
depth of insertion of the rod. To measure the portion of
the cross sections not reached with the straight rod,
thero is provided a hooked point sp as shown in figure
11. The areas of the sections thus measured out a,nd plot-
ted were obtained by a planimeter and are given in ta%les
1 al~d 2. The cross sections of the circular and rectan-
gular entry and exit runs all had an area of 283.0 cm2.
As n:ay ‘~~ seen from the above tables the maximum devia-
tion from the required area (T = 283.0 cmz) was about
5 cm2,v~hich corresponds to an error of 1.8 percent. These
in,accuracics must be reckoned with since hardly any greater
accuracy could be expected with the pieces thus roughly
cast and not worked over.
5. THE TEST PROCEDURI!
Corresponding to the normal output of the blower,
the tests for the two transitioil pieces investigated were
carried out for a Reynolds Number of about II = 192,000,
the latter being computed in the case of the transition
circle.~ rectangle for the fully luilt-up circular
CrOSS section with diameter d = 0.190 m and for the
tralisition rectaagle~ circle for the fully built-up
recta~~gular cross section with width b = 0.238 m and
height h = 0.119 m. Corresponding to this circle diam-
eter and the hydraulic diameter
‘h computed from the
relation dh = 4 F/U = 0.1586 m (1?= area and U = wetted
perimeter of the sectiou) there is obtained *or approxi-
mately equal Reynolds lTumber R = Cz= d/V or R =
1.1
c z- dh/ V = 192,000 for tho transition circle ~ rec-
I.!
tangle a mean air velocity of cz~ = 14.0 m/s and for
the transition: rectangle~ circle CZ?-J= 16.3 m/s.
The kiqematic viscosity V of the air was assumed to be
13.6 x 10-6 m2/s.
In order to have a measure for the quantity of air
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discharged there is a Prandtl tu%e p located at the
-. sections. shown in ..f.igur.es1 and. 3 in the pipe’ axis. It
was found by velocity” me’a-s-~r’erne’n:$k”i.”nsection 10 that ~~-
this apparatus for normal d{scharge of air for the case
of the transition circle ~ rectangle shows a ‘velocity
of 17 m/s and for the’ transition rectangle~ circle a
velocity of 20.3 m/s. In v’i.ew,of the smdll size of’the
direct current rectifying nq,tw”o,r’”kfrom which the motor
driving the blower was fed, ‘the’,rotational speed depended
on the loading network, so that. at irregular time inter-
vals different velocities with different discharge quan-
tities wore obtained which remained constant for some
length of time. In order therefore to obtain a constant
air flow for determining the velocity and pressure dis-
tribution in a section of the transition piece, it would
have been necessary to vary the field of the motor by a
rcsistancc? to correspond with the change in rotational
speed. In order to avoid the need for this continuous
regulation, the velocity and pressure measurements were
carried out by the following method.
In measuring the velocity c and the pressure p
at any point with the aid of the pressure sphere the ve-
locity cst was rocc)rdod!with the aid of the Prandtl
comparison instrument simultaneously with the three micro-
manometers giving the pressure heads at the orifices 1,
2, and 4* A ratio c/%t nay be determined directly from
this measurement. By checking, it was found that this
ratio c/% gives for a definite measuring point a value
which is constant for discharge quantities that are about
10 percent higher or lower than the normal discharge ~uan-
tity. Similar velocity distributions were thus obtained
for all point at which the velocity was measured with the
sphere. Also, for the points in the neighborhood of the
wall where tho velocity was obtained with a pitot tube
c/%t was obtained as s,constant ratio for the same
point, so that’ it may be said that the velocity profiles
at the measuring planes of each cross section remained
similar in spite of ,the change in the Reynolds Number in
the given region. To determine the velocity distribution
at the various cross sections, the ratio c2/cst2 or,
taking the square root”, c/cst* was’ thorcforc directly
determined from the monometer readings for the, measuring
point under consideration. From this was obtained the
absolute value .of the velocity for constant mean velocity
Czm for the transition circle ~ rectangle, according
to the relation c= 17 C/c$t; for the transition rectang-
le ~circle the relation is c = 20.3 cfcst.
.—
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For determining the pressures, three pressure and
velocity measurements for three different discharge quan-
tities were taken at each measuring point. The speed of
the motor was so regulated that the blower first drew in
the normal quantity of air and then quantities 10 percent
higher and lower, respectively. Corresponding to the
values of cst2/2 ~ in mm water, the pressure heads were
measured with the sphere and graphically plotted. This
gave for all measuring points a straight line. Taking
into account the atmospheric pressure prevailing on the
day of the test and the moisture of the air and its tem-
perature, the reading corresponding to the mormal air
quantity for c#/2 g in mm water was computed from the
following relations. In t,he transition circle ~ rec-
tangle, the velocity head of the tube corresponding to
the normal discharge cst2/2 g = 172/2 g = 14.75 m air
column.% This value, recomputed from the relation
Y~
c&2 g = 14.?5 x 1000 —y~
gives the required dynamic
pressure for that particular day at the I?randtl tube in
mn water for the normal quantity of air flowing through
the pipe (YL = specific weight of the air, Y~~ = specific
weight of the water). It is then possil)le to obtain the
pressure in mm water from the graph. This pressure must
be converted in meters of air from the relation P/yL =
Y~
PhLyL 1OO() since only the pressure head expressed in
meters of air column measured at the same point on days
with different yL gives a constant value. The same com-
putation procedure was applied to the transition rectangle
> circle for a velocity head cst”2/2 g = 20.32/2 g =
21.1 m air column for the determination of the pressure.
This method of measuring the pressure has yet another ad-
vantage in that it provides for each measuring point a
mean value from the three readings for the determination
of the angles and the ratio c/cst and so the constantly
occurring small reading errors cancel.
With regard to the location of the measuring points
at each of the cross sections, it is to be observed that
*For these small pressures, it is convenient to indicate
the data in meters air column.
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they all lic on parallels to two perpendicular axes. The
>..- axes aro the lines gf synnctry of,oqch cross’section, thdir
position being determined from the cross”sectioii’cent--ours
found with the aid of the caliper apparatus The number .
of measuring points was chosen in such a manner that at
positions with rather flat velocity profiles, that is,
small velocity drops, the distance between the measuring
points amounted from 1.5 to 2 mm. In those parts of the
cross sections where secondary flows were to be expected,
the distanco ‘between tho points was madO smaller. As an
example, figure 12 gives the arrangement for the lower
halves of sections O and 10.
With regard to the nu.mbcring of tho straight lines
parallel and at ri@t angles to the axes, it is to be ob-
served that at each cross section lines having tho same
distance from the axes arc ,assigned the same number and
therefore all lie in the same measuring plane which is
parallel to the principal axis of the transition piece and ,
at right a:nglcs to ~i~~ of the two axes of each cross sec-
tion. The letter a following a number indicates that
,this line is 5 mm distailt from the line having that number.
!?ll’US, for exanplc, the measuring line la is 5 mm from the
line 1. The letter b indicates a distance of 10 mm and
c a distailce cf 15 mm. Lines with two successive numbers
and no letters have a distance of 20 mlm apart.
Illthe tests the result was found that in each sec--
tion both for the trailsition circlc———+— rectangle and
rectangle~ circle the velocities occurring at all at-
taiaablc measuring points were exactly as large as at those
symmetrically located with respect to them in another quad-
rant of the cross section. Only at tho measuring points
very ilear the location of the measuring apparatus did small
deviations appear. Also with respect to the velocity di-
rc?ctioilsno c.sseiltial diffcrcnccs could be established in
the various quadrants of the cross sections. In several
intermediate cross sections therefore$ only the velocity
and prcssuro distribution in one fourth of the cross sec-
tion was measured and the symmetry chcckcd by random tests.
Por this reascn, in presenting the test results in the fol-
lowing sections, only tile velocity distributions for a
fourth of the cross section will be given.
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VI. THE INITIAL PROFILE IN CROSS SECTION 10 OF THE
TRANSITION PIECE FOR THE FLOW DIRECTION
CIRCLE~ RECTANGLE
The velocity profile for the circular cross section
10 iil the flow-direction circle-~ rectangle denoted
in what follows by C ~ R(1) and C~ R(II) is the
same for all radial planes of the two pieces and thus
possesses rotational symmetry. The profile is shown in
figure 13. It was proven that this profile represents the
fully developed turbulent condition. In order to make a
comparison with the measurements of other authors, the
velocity distribution was checked, using the Prandtl mix-
ing length relation (reference 8)
//
dcz
l=:—
P dq
(1, mixing length; p = Y/~, density). Taking into account
the linear drop of the shear stress T as a function of
the distailce rI from the wall according to the relation
T r- n
—=
To r
(To, shear stress at the wall; r, pipe radius) and sub-
stituting the press-dre drop in the direction z of the
pipe axis into the relation
r dp
To=—— 2 Liz
t~lere is obtained the distribution of the mixing length
shown in figure 14. I?or the distribution of the mixing
length, Prandtl gives the following formula
1
–= 0.14 -
r o~08(’-3P”’(l-:Y
In comparing the values of I/r, computed from the above
formula with those found from the measurement, very good
agreement is obtained.
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If it is desired to give the velocity distribution
= directly by means of an exp,onentia_lLlay of the form
,,. ....... .
cz/cst = a q “n (a “is constant; ,q, distance from the
wall ; I/n, exponent), the logarithm of CJC~t is .
plotted against the distance from the wall as abscissa
and the exponent 1/n found,in the usual way, as shown
in figure’ 15* {In order to obtain positive values, the
arguments of the ordinates are multiplied by 10.) From
the slope of the straight line in figure 15, which is
drawn from the initial profile of figure 13, the value of
the exponent may bc directly obtained a~ l/il = 1/8.3.
This value, too, agrees well wit:h the measurements of
other authors.
!l!hatboth the mixing-length distribution and the ex-
ponentie,l law agree with the measurements of other experi-
menters is another confirmation of the fact that at the
entrance to the circular cross section of the transition
piece, the turbulent velocity profile is fully built UP.
In addition, the conclusion may be drawn that the transi-
tion has no effect on the velocity distribution in sec-
tion 10.
VII. THE l?LOW II? THE ENTRY RUN 03’ RECTANGULAR S3CTION
As already mentioned, in the case of the transition
rectangle~ circle, denoted in what follows by R~
C(I) and R— C(II), it was first necessary to estab-
lish whether at the entrance to the transition piece there
was a fully built-up turbulent velocity distribution. For
this purpose it was necessary to o%tain the velocity dis-
tribution in several cross sections of the entry run of
pipe in order to see from the comparison whether and where
a position occurred from which position on the velocity
: distribution over the entire cross section no longer var-
ied, that is, whether the initial run of pipe was long
enough. For the sake of completeness and in view of the
lack of such measurements in entry runs of rectangular
cross section, the velocity profiles were measured along
the entire length of the run at the sections indicated in
figure 16, the neasuring apparatus used being the pitot
tube of figure 7. The attempt to use the sphere apparatus
encountered difficulties since the fluctuations of the
fluid ‘columns in the three micromanometers, particularly
in the measurement of the cross sections with short entry
runs , were so large that the readings became too inaccurate.
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As a result of the difficulties, considered more in
detail in section VIII, which arose in following the de-
velopment of the velocities in a spatial flow, it was
found best also in this case to present the conditions
in the various cross sections in the form of ‘lisotachsll
(cz/cst or cz/cmax = constant). The measured velocity
profiles in cross section O may be seen on figure 17
whereas the isotach diagrams for all cross sections in-
dicated in figure 16 are given in figures 18 to 26.
It may be seen that at cross section I nearest the
‘entrance (fig. 18) there is a sufficiently uniform veloc-
ity distribution over the entire cross section with a
rapid drop toward the wall as may also %e expected 3Y
analogy with the tests of Kirsten (reference 5) in entry
runs of circular cross section. For after such a short
path of 1.55 m = 9.5 dh in the pipe the particles of air
further removed from the hounding walls are not yet af-
fected by the shear stress in the neighborhood of the wall.
In cross section II (fig. 19) there will be found, though
only in a small region in the direct vicinity of the
edges, that behavior first established by Nikuradse (ref-
erence 9) for the built-up turbulent flow in rectangular
pipes. From this phenomenon, according to which at some
positions particles farther removed from the wall have
smaller velocities than those closer to the wall, Nikuradse
dorivcd tho conclusion that in turbulent flow in pipes of
noncircular cross section secondary flows are superimposed
on the main flowc An explanation for the origin of such
secondary flows at the edges of a cross section has been
given by Prandtl (reference 8) which will be briefly re-
viewed here. Prandtl concludes from the above-mentioned
facts that in the case of turbulent flow, there exists, in
addition to the to-and-fro motion in the direction of max-
imum velocity drop, a still stronger to-and-fro motion at
right angles to it) that is, in the direction of the iso-
tachs. If this is the case, then it immediately follows
that centi~.fugal forces” thereby arise on the particles which
move up and down along the curvatures of the isotachs.
These forces always point toward one directions namely the
convex sides of the isota.chs and are stronGer the greater
the curvature of the latter. The result is that the par-
ticles move outward along the angle bisectors of the cor-
ners of the cross section whereby the particles located at
the corners are forced, for reasons of continuity, to devi-
ate first laterally and then inwardly (see fig. 27). Since
the particles flowing toward the corners possess a relativel-
y large axial velocity, whereas conversely, the outwardly
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flowing particles as a result of the friction at the wall
-
‘-”havea smaller axial Velocity, ,this explains the unexpect-
ed, appearance of the velocity profiles and hence--the’ iso-
tachs. The question as to the reason for the tur%ulent to-
and-fro motion in the manfier described is not answered by
this consideration of PrandtJ.as it leads to the more com-
proheneivc question of the origin and inner mechanism
of turbulence in three dimensional flows and this in ~he
present stage of our turbulence investigation must still
remain unanswered.
Returning to the consideration of the development of
the isoto.ch curves in the entry run, it may be found in
cross section 111 (fig. 20) that the strong indentations
of the isotachs at the positions where the particles are
pushed inward have entirely disappeared. On the basis of
the Prandtl theory, this phenomenon may be explained by
the consideration that the particles with relatively small-
er axial velocities with increasing pipe length are pushed
aside into the interior of the flow and replaced by par-
ticles which have larger axial velocities. In cross sec-
tion IV (fig. 21) the secondary flow has taken in a greater
region at the edge so that at points whose distance is
about 20 mm from the wall the effect is already evident~
The particles I.rithrelatively smaller velocities pushed
toward the interior of the cross section apparently gradu-
ally give rise to the iildentation of the isotachs that
heretofore were not affected lIy the secondary flow, so
that by the decrease in the radius of curvature the sec-
ondary flow may also be built up there. This process con-
tinues (see cross section V, fig. 22) until all instabil-
ities in the flow have disappeared. It is in cross section
O (fig. 26) that the built-up turbulent velocity distribu-
tion is first found, there being superimposed oker the en-
tire flow secondary flows that include a large region “of
the cross section. As may be seen from the built-up iso-
tach curves at a section with shorter entry run, there is
no isotach picture that entirely coincides with that of
section O, so that the correctness of the statement that
the profile of section O represents the fully built-up
turbulence still remains to be proven. This proof may be
given as follows: At the entrance to the initial” run
there was built in a honeycomb similar to that.in the circu-
lar i.litial runln the transition qircle~ rectangle.
In this .Lanuer the required initial run was shortened, so
that insection VII a velocity distribution could be es-
tablished which no longer varied with increasing length of
run and which agrees with that of cross section O measured
without honeycomb.
—I
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For a further characterization of the velocity devel-
opment along the entry run without honeycomh, there was
plotted the ratio of the mean velocity to the maximum in
the pipe axis as a function of the leilgth of run. (See
fig. 28.) As sh~wil by the figure, this ratio drops sharp-
ly from the value czm/cmax = 1.0 at the beginniilg of the
run and this corresponds to equal velocity over the entire
cross sectioil and then attains in cross section II and in
the following cross sections UIJ to section VI, so long as
the secondary flows aro restriced to the corners, an al-
most constant value. From section VI on,the secondary
flew gives rise to a change in the maximum velocity until
the latter maintains a constant value from section VIII on.
The first change iil the ratio cZm/cmax is thus essen-
tially produced by the pure friction effects at the wall
wb-ereas the subsequent lowering of this ratio may be as-
cribed to the effects of the turbulence of the flow.
In order to check whether the velocity distribution,also,
at least in the neighborhood of the walls of the individual
cross sections of the entry run, may be expressed by a sim-
ple exponential law of the form cz/cst = a ~ ‘‘n (where q
is the shortest distance from the wall), there was plotted
by the method already described in section 6 (fig. 15), for
all the measured profiles in the measuring planes indicated
in figure 12, the logarithm of 10 cz/c~t against the log-
arithm of the distance from the wall (fig. 29). In most
cases ??”straight line could be drawn through the points
thus obtained and the existence of a law of the above sim-
ple type established. The values of n for the different
profiles are given in table 3. Most of the values there
indicated are valid up to a distance from the wall of 15
millimeters. With increasing length of entry run, the ve-
locity distribution is well represented by these values
for an increasingly larger region of the cross-section
area, The dashes in the table in the case of some pro-
files indicate that for the latter no simple law could be
established, ‘Those are the positions at which the second-
ary flows gave rise to particularly extreme velocity rela-
tions at the wall. The ‘development of the secondary flow
is especially responsi-ole for the often irregular succes-
sion of the exponents in the various cross sections. In
the case of the fully built-up velocity profile in section
o, it was possible to establish throughout the value 1/7
for the exponent in agreement with the measurements of
lTikuradse (reference 9). The measure of the accuracy and
the region of validity of this 1/’7 power law are indicated
in figure 29.
—.—
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In concluding this section, there will also be given
~= the-drop in -pressure head. along. the.,eqtry .rUn, that isp in
the z direction. For measuring this drop, three orifi-ces
are made at each section (b in fig. 8), one at the center
of the bottom and two at the side walls of the rectangular
pipe. The pressure readings of the three orificres gave
very good agreement among themselves for each cross section.
Pressure measurements at the interior of the cross sectio~
wcro not taken, on account of the difficulty mentioned of
applying the sphere apparatus. In figure 28 for an air ve-
locity Czm = 16.3 m/s; the change in the pressure head h
in n of gas column is plotted against the entry length. Thc
pressure head for the length of run O is obtained by compu-
tation. Assuning for this position that the nean velocity
Czn /= 16.3 m S extends over the entire cross section, there
is found then, according to the Bernoulli law,
cZzl
2
JL=
-—= -13.6 m gas colunn
Y~ 2g
As nay be seen from figure 28, the value so obtained fits
in very well with the pressure head curve, the latter be-
ing alnost straight. Only for the first half of the entry
run is there found a greater steepness in the curve and
hence a somewhat larger pressure loss. This additional
loss is due mainly to the fact that the mean velocity head
increases from the value (+L = 13.6 n gas column at
..
in the inital section to the value 15.4 mc$ers air column
at section VI. )?ron section VI to section O, there is no
further rise. The ncan velocity head is dcternined fron
the following relation
.
4 (a ,>C.Z=
r
IJ
— dx dy
= Czr.l , Zg
whe”re V a’nd F have the noaning already indic5ted and
,“
——
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x is the distance from the midpoint of the velocity pro-
file, measured along the horizontal lines, and Y is the
distance from the midpoint of the velocity profile meas-
ured along the vertical lines (fig. 17). The evaluation
of this double integral was obtained graphically. The
loss coefficient Aan at the position of the entry run
at which the turbulent velocity profile was fully estab-
lished is ~btaincd fron tho relation
and is found to have the value AaD = 0.0173~ dh/dz de-
noting the drop in pressure head iv the z direction.
A further and more detailed investigation of the ve-
locity and pressure relations in the entry run was dis-
pensed with as this would have carried the work beyond the
present limits.
VIII. TH13 MEASURED VllLOCITY AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
13T THE TRAIJSITIOIT PIECES
To present the test results in such a manner as to
bring out the devclo~mcnt of the velocity distribution in
the individual cross sections of the transition pieces
is found to be not a very simple problcmb The profiles
measured iil the same measuring plane at the different cross
sections have difforeat base lengths as a result of the
deformation. In order to be able to compare such profiles
with one another the ticlocity ratio cz/czmax is usually
plotted against the nondimensional value x/-D, where x
is the distance from the profile midpoint and b denotes
half the profile width. By making this plot for the com-
parison profiles, it is then possible to say whether any
initial profile for the case investigated hccomes flatter
or steeper. By this method I?ikuradse and D6nch (refer-
ences 1 and 2) plotted the profiles for convergent aild di-
vergent rectangular channels and compared thom~ thereby
establishing the fact thtat velocity profiles of flows in
diverging channels always become steeper toward the center
—.
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whereas, in converging channels, they become flatter than>.
in the’case ofparall-el flow,,a phenomenon whichmay be .
expected also in such cases from a consideaat’~’~”ntjf”the”’-
Bernoulli law.
l%e assumption underlying this procedure is that, the
-b
/
“h
expression Cz dx for the profiles to be compared should
do
have the same value, that is, that the discharge per second
should he the same. This requirement is taken into account
in the above-mentioned works of Nikuradse and Ill!nchinsofar
as their investigations were restricted to parts of the
flow very close to the main axis of a rectangular section
and so far removed from the boundary walls parallel to this
axis that the flow built up there is practically plane .and
the quailtity flowing through the region under consideration
remains constant. m% ...l~ls,however, is not true in the pres-
ent case, since at all sections of the transition piece the
flow is tllree-climcllsicnal. For this reason, a direct com-
parison of the different profiles in a measuring plane is
not possiblo. It is necessary rather to coasider the v6-
locity distribution over the entire cross section. The best
indication of the velocity distribution and its variation
by the cross-section deformation is therefore provided by
the isotachs (cz/cmax or cz/cst = constant) at the var-
ious cross sectioils, as was already found to be the case
in the discussion of the velocity distribution and its de-
velopment in the initial rectangular run. This method also
leads to the possibility of characterizing the velocity
distribution in the mailncr shown by the curves in figures
61 and 62, whore the method of presentation employed for
pla,nc flows is apfilied to three-dimensional flows. These
curves will be discussed more in detail later.
Tables 4 and 5 give as exarlples the manner of evaluat-
ing from the rcsul~s of the sphere measurements the three
valocity components Cxs Cy, and Cz, for the cross sec-
tion 5 in the transitions, C~ R(I) and C lR(II,).
Yigurcs 30 and 31 give the plots of tho Cx and c~r com-
ponents. Those curves show nothing surprisin~ and ~heir
shape is at least qualitatively as expected from the result
of the change in shape at the walls, provided, of cource,
no separation takes place. The particles flnwing in the
neighborhood of the principal axis are the least affected
by the change in direction aild therefore have the smallest
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Cx and CY componcntso The deflecting effect incrcase~
gradually toward the wall and attains its maximum there.
Correspondingly, the Cx -and Cy components increase with
decreasing distance from the wall and drop to zero when
very close to the wall sin-cc here the resulting velocity c
must also bc zero.
I’igures 32 and 33 show the plots of the Cz compo-
nents given in tables 4 and 5 for the various measuring
planes a~:d oi-Ithe same figures are also indicated for com-
pleteness the velocities measured with the pitot tubo in
the neighborhood of the wall. Prom these it is possible
to obtain diroctly”thb isotach diagram for these cross
sections (fiGsO 36 and 43).
For all four transition pieces investigated, the maxi-
mum velocity at the axis of the tra.ilsition piece renains
Coqstant and the isotachs for the cross scctio]is aro so
drawc as to join points of equal value of CZ/CmaX. For
nornal flow, the value of Cmax is 16.4 m/s for the tran-
sition circle~ rect+ngle aad 19.5 n/s for the transi-
tion rcctaaglc.— circle. It is Superfluous to indicate
for all cross sections the velocity distribution in the
same detail as that for section 5 of the transition C--+
R(I) and C— R(II). As already remarked, the Cx and
CY distributions show nothing unexpected so that the in-
dication of their values for each cross section may bc dis-
pensed with. For the same reason, it is not necessary to
give the ncasured Cx and cv components for the transi-
tion R— C.(I) and R —---t(II). Oilly the developmeilt
of the Cz distri’outioil as a result of the transition is
of interest and will therefore be descriled. In figures
34 to 38, 41, and 48 to 55, are given the isotachs for the
two trailsition pieces and flow directions. The development
of the velocity distri~~i,o~ in t.hc eXit runs nay be Seen in
figxres 39, 40, 46, and 47. With regard to the latter, it
is to be observed that the recta~lgular cross section 111
is at a distance of 2.0 m fron section O and section IV at
a distance of 4.2 m. The circular cross sections 13 and 15
indicate~~ in fi,g~r~s 46 and 47 ~,r~ respcctivcl:r at the diS-
tances 2.5 and 4.5 m from cross section 10.
In the case of built-up turbulent velocity distribu-
tion i:lthe ciltry run, three effects may bc expcctcd to
operate on the velocity distribution in the transition
pieces:
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1, The locally arisi.ilgretardations and accelerations.
...
.,...,.,..
...., ,.:,..... . ,.
.- .— ,,
— ,.. ., _.,
2. The change in the turbulence mechanism.
3. !The change in the ratio of the area of cross sec-
tion to the friction boundary of the section.
As may be seen, particularly fr’om the isotach diagrams
for the transition piece II, the local retardations and ac-
celerations have a large effect. In both, transition pieces
these effects arise in the sections 9 and 1. In the latter
sections the flow which possesses only” axial components Cz
must either undergo transition to a flow which possesses
1a-so Cx and ‘Y components or a flow with all three com-
ponents must be coilvcrtcd into a purely axial one, depend-
iqg on the direction of transition. To obtnin a chango
in.velocity pressure, differences are required as is known
across the velocity direction. To understaild the develop-
ment of the isotach curves, it is therefore necessary to
have the accurate pressure distribution at each cross sec-
tioil of the transitio~ pieces. This distribution, as pre-
viously mentioned, was also measured with the sphere appa-
ratus and is given OIZ figures 56 to 60 for the transitions
c——+—R(I) and C~“R(II). Tho pressure distributions for
the trai~sitioils R~ C(I) and R— C(II) have fundamen-
tally the same appcara:~cc, so that tb.ey need not be given.
OrI these figures arc shown the isobars, the numbers at each
curve giving the reduced pressure heads in meters air column
for a flow of air with. mean velocity of Czn = 14i0 m/s.
In the case of transition piece I, different pressures at
different points of the same section are found only for the
sections 9 and 1 (figs. 56 and 57). For all other interme-
diate sections of transition piece I, no differences in
pressure were found over the same section. From the dis-
cussion given below of the development of the isotach dia-
grams in transi”t’ion piece I, it will be seen, however, that
in the cross sections immediately preceding and following
sections 9 and 1 near the walls there must be a small pres-
sure rise or drop as an effect of the deflection of the flow.
The aftereffects are stronger in the more steeply built
transition piece II (fig. 59). As a result of the stronger
deflections in the case of transition piece 11; higher pres-
sure differences arise over the cross section situated “at
the deflecting position, which still show up so strongly at
section 5 that no unique constant pressure could be meas-
ured over the entire cross section. Cross sections O and
10 of transition piece 11 are again so far removed. from the
deflecting position that for these a distribution with con-
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stwt pressure could be obtained for both flow directions.
Also, there should be observed, with regard to the pressure
distributions, that they have the typical appearance to be
expected. At each cross section at which there is a deflec-
tion, four pressure regions are built up along the wall,
nanely$ two low and two high pressure regions as compared
with the pressure at the center portions of the cross sec-
tions. These high and low pressures are of different mag-
nitude, depending on the neasuring plane in which they are
considered, since deflections of varying nagnitude occur
in the different neasuring planes. Thus, for example, in
sectioil 9 of the transition C~ R(I) and C ~R(II), the
particles lying in the measuring planes 5, 6, and 7, nust
be nore deviated than those in neasuring planes 4 and 8.
l?or this reason, the high pressures arising at the wall in
measuring planes 5, 6, and 7’, are greater than in 4 and 8.
The same considerations can also be applied for the nega-
tive pressure arising at the side walls. In the interior
of the cross section there are superimposed, according t“o
the position of the point considered, the effects of the
positive and negative pressures, so that a resultant pres-
sure distribution is built up there.
IX. MORE DETAILED CONSIDERATION OF THE VI!LOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Figures 35 to 40, 42 to 47, 49, and 51, show first of
all that the isotachs adjust themselves very rapidly to the
new cross section contours, Particularly do the isotachs
in the immediate neighborhood of the walls follow the con-
tours of the cross sections closely, even at ‘the corners,
whereas those more at the center are naturally not so strong-
ly affected. An exception is formed in the case of the iso-
tachs in cross sections 1 and 9 for the transitions C ~
R(II) and R ~ C(IT) (figs. 48, 50, 52, and 54). In
the case of the latter cross sections the large pressure
differences due to the strong flow deflections result in a
completely different behavior. Thus, for example, in the
transition C ~ R(II), the air in measuring planes 12,
13, or 14, flowing into section 9, meets a region with
greatly lowered pressure and therefore the velocity head
increases. Relatively high velocities arise therefore at
the wall also, so that a very rapid velocity rise takes
place from the wall to the interior of the section. The
reverse is true for the air in the measuring planes 4$ 5,
6, 7, etc., where, due to the deflection, there arises
at section 9 a high pressure as compared with that at the
center portions so that the air particles must give up
kinetic eilergy in order to be pushed intc. the region of
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higher pressure. This explains at least qualitatively the
-Very slowrise of-..the.yelocity ,ps,shown by the isotachs.
!This phenomenon, according to which “%he’vblocity’ dtstribu-
tion in the case of accelerated flow becomes flatter and$
in the case of retarded flow, sharper, is in full agreement
with the test results already mentioned of Nikuradse and
D8nch for plane flow.
s~mil~rly, the irregular rise of the velocities at the
wall is to be ascribed to local retardations or accolera-
tions$ as was found for cross sections 7, 5, and 3, of the
transition C~ R(I) (figs. 35, 36, and 37) and in
cross section 5 of the transition C~ R(II)j depending
upon whether the velocity distribution considered is in a
horizontal or perpendicular measuring plane. As already
remarked, the pressure does not immediately equalize after
the dcfloction, so tha,t also in the cross sections i?ollow-
ing tho deflection cross section, accelerations and retar-
dations occur. However, in cross section 5 of the transi-
tion C~ R(I), there already hardly appear pressure
differences otier the cross section. The isoto,ch diagram
nevertheless shows also for this cross section that at the
side walls the velocity drop is smaller than at the bottom
wall while it would be expected that the conversion of the
kine tic energy into pressure energy and conversely ends
there so that at all positions of the cross section there
is the same velocity rise at the wall. This apparent con-
tradiction finds its explanation in the consideration of
the losses occurring during the energy conversions. It iS
generally known that a retardation of a medium along a fric-
ti~n wall leads to large pressure losses while acceleration
leads to only small losses. Now such retardations along
the wall occur in the measuring pianos 12, 13, 14, etc.,
in the cross sections immedi:~tely following section 9 so
that the flowing particles there lose velocity not only as
a result of the conversion of kinetic to pressure energy
but also through the friction of the wall and there thus
a%ises cm additional velocity loss. These effects may
naturally still be observed in section 5. They can only
disappear if new energy can be transported from the
%ealthytl flow in the “interior of the sections to the par-
ticles at- the wall.’ This transport of kinetic energy can
only take place through the turbulent exchange. This is
confirmed by ,consid.eration of the isotach diagrams for the
transition R-C’(I). It is found that, for example, in
cross section 5 there are no effects in the velocity distri-
bution a& a result of retardations alon~ the wall but th’at
the velocity rise in the neighborhood of the wall is the
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same along the entire circumference although also for this
transition retardations occur along the wall in the cross
sections ahead of cross section’ 5. This different behavior
is explained by the fact “that through the existence of the
secondary flow the turbulence is so strong that the slowed-
up particles at the wall can always be supplied with new
kinetic energy. That the fluctuating turbulent velocities
in the transition rectangle~ circle are greater than for
the reverse tr~Lnsition must e.lso be concluded from the much
stronger fluCtUa,tiOilS to which the fluid columns of the micro
manometers used for measuring the velocity were subjected.
Trom the “isotach curves for the tro.asitions R~ C(I)
and R~ C(II] it may also be clearly made out that the
secondary flows are gradually destroyed on recediilg from
the walls and a new turbulence mechanism comes into play.
The effects of tile secondary flows on the isota.chs do not
vanish completely, however, until after the flow has passed
through a considerable length of pipe. Thus it may be seen
that even after a circular exit run of 4.5 m the isotachs
in the ceilter portions of cross section 15 still show the
characteristic indentatioits of the secondary flows. Yrom
this it may be concluded ‘that the velocity distributions in
the intermediate cross sections of a treknsition piece for
regions not directly close to the wall depend essentially oil
the velocity distribution at the entrance. Since the veloc-
ity distribution at the end cross section is produced by the
turbulence r,lechaaisn acting there, the result may also be
expressed by saying that the change in the entire turbulence
mechanism associated with the change in the cross-section
shape hardly affects the velocitj;” distribution in the tran-
sition piece itself. This is also understandable for the
Case of our relatively short transition lengths since it is
known that tho turbulent mechanisn for example in the flow
through a circular pipe must act on an initial length of
run of about 90 diameters in order to produce a built-up
velocity distribution.
In the present state of turbulence investigation for
three dimensional flOWS it is uilfortunately not yet possi-
ble to give nore accurate nunerical data on the changed
turbule:~ce mechanism pr~oduced by the transition piece which
data would consist of the accurate nixing length distribu-
tion and its varia tion for each cross section. I?or this
computation it w~uld be necessary to extend the shear stress
dcz 2
,1aw T=p12
,( )
mentioned in section VI for the two-
%
dimensional case to three-dimensional flows (references
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7, p. 325, aqd 8)0,, Tkc law t,iius~Xtei~dcd has not yot been
-tested- even .for,.fuils!..,b.uilt-yg,three-dimensional turbulent
.
flow as would bc necessary beforti’ipplictifion””is nade to- -
v$,rying velocity distributions such .as those in the transi-
tion pieces. Even if’ it wore succeeded in computing the
mixi-ng length distribution according to the extended shear
str~ss law the true turbul.cncc nechanisn would not yet be
described since through the occurrence or vanishing of sec-
ondary flows further forces arising from the oscillation
of tile particles in the cl.iroctfon of the isotachs would be
effective by acting on the flow which forcos are not taken
into account by the shear stress law and,for which quanti-
tative information is still impossible to obtain. It is
thorofore evident why the a,ttenpt to givo A nuderical ac-
count of the turbule:~ce nechanism and its variation due to
tliO transition will be dispensed with here.
170r a further characterization there was therefore
~nploycd the net-hod already api~lied for two-dimensional
flow* Zlculcly,that of determining the exponents for the
velocity distribution (Cz components) in the neighborhood
of the wall of the various sections for the various neas-
uring plnnes. These expononts were found in the sane man-
ner 5.s for the rectcmgular entry runs. The VZLIUCS of the
dcnor:i:lator n arc collectocl in tables 6 aild 7 for the
two transition pieces i.nvestiqatcd and for each direction.
As r:laybo seen, for all profiles whose neasuring pl~iles
were sufficiently far removed from the parallel walls so
that there was a unique distaace from the wall an exponent
could be determined at least for the layers next to the
wall l No separatioils from the wall were found for aay
transition. I?rom table 6 for the transition C- R(I)
it may be sees that wherever local retardations occur the
eXpOneil’t l/n is greater than at the initial profile
whereas for local accelerations it remains the same or be-
comes somewhat smaller. This fact is even more evident
from a consideration of table 6 for the transition C~
R(II) where for accelerations values such as 1/21.0 occur
four the exponents and for retardations values such as
1/2.6 while in the iilitial profile the value 1/8.3 holds
.
over the entiro profile. ‘lhis phenomenon is to some ex-
tent in contradiction with the measurements of I?ikuradse.
The latter finds in his tests on convergent and divergent
channels of small opening angle that the 1/7 power “law ~
obtaining at the initial section is not changed by “retar-
dation or acceleration. Besides the fact that the results
of the two works are not directly “comparable in ~his re~
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spect sincd in Nikuradsels caso there was retardation or
acceleration over the eatire cross section whereas in our
case only local retardations or accelerations with constant
pressure occur over a cross section this difference may
perhaps bc explained by table 7 in which the exponents are
given for the trusition R~ C(I). There it will be
founcl tlmt the expouents in the accelerated or retarded
portioils at least for the portions of the wall lying in
the neighborhood of tho major and minor axes of the cross
sectioil are not different but equal to that at the initial
profile. This diff~rent behavior as compared with the
trailsition C~ R(I) is again to be ascribed to the
seco;idary flows. Since Nikuradse, as already remarked, in-
vestigated oill~ the velocity distributions in a middle
plane’ of the rectangular channel and the angles of diver-
gence were of the sr.ms order of magnitude as those of trail-
sition piece I it is possible that the secondary flows oc-
Currillg in his cas~ and ll~nce the increased turbulence
similarly led to the result that for 0,11 cross sections in
the middle plane of the convergent or divergent channel
the 1/7 power exponential law was found to hold.
In coi~cl~ding this section there will be considered
the effect of the chailg~ in magnitude of the friction areas
dlle to the Chai?.gein sha:>e of the cross section on the ve-
locity distributioil. Figures 61 and 62 show curves which
were Gbtained from the isotach diagrams the values of
czi%.x being plotted aqainst the ratio expressed in per-
cent of the area enclosed by an isotach to the entire cross
scotion area, the areas being obtai:led by planimetor. cola-
parison of two such curves at different cross sections is
sufficient to show in general whether the velocity Ciistri-
bution over the entire cross section beconcs fuller or nore
tapcrod as a result of tho deformation. For the transitions
c -~R(I) ~and C ~R(iI) it na~~ be seen from figure 61
that the velocity distribution becomes as was expected more
taIpercd in cross section 00 Similarly the flattening of
tho velocity distribution throu~h the transition R~ C(II)
(fig. 62) quite corresponds to the exi~ectation. On the
other haild it is surprising that for the transition R~
C(I) the velocity distributioil beconcs more tapcred~ siilce
in this case it would also bc assumocl that aS a reSUlt Of
the clecrease in the frictional. circumference the proportion
of particles with relatively small velocities would become
sm:?wllcr~l~d t]~ere wo>~ld thus occur a flattening of the VO-
l~city distribution. If ~,ccount iS taken of the fact, how-
ever, that the changed velocity distri~’~tion. due to tile
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.Y- cross sec”tion dc”fornation depends not onl~..on the “change
in nagnituclb of tl~cfrictiol~aroas but also _on,,,t@eprevi-
ously mentioned two effects, nanoly, the local retardations
and accelerations and the turbtilence r,echanism, which play
an importa~t part then the curves of figures 61 and 62 nay
be explained ‘in the following nanner: As alroacly said,
for all four transitions ill tho cr~ss Sections 0, and 10
no pressure differences wore found in tho cross section
plane. “l!h6re is thus available for each air particlo tho
sane amount of pressure energy for its path through tho
corrcspondim.g transition piece. The ~e,rticle’s with snail
velocity near the wall 10SO still more kincttc energy while
those noro toward the ce:~ter with rolativcly larger veloc-
ities aro entirely unaffected or only slightly affected by
those 10cal rctfirdationg tlnd.so flow with considerably
snallcr pressure loss so that they arc cvon accelerated
sonewlmt by the excess pressure energy. If in addition
thorc is an increase in the frictional pcrinetcr of the
cross section during the trcmsition the two effects are
superposed in the sane Sei:se so that for such cases the
plotted velocity distrilJution ticcancs noro tapered (fig.
61). l?or the converse case, that is, where the friction
surface is reduced ,as a result !>f the cross section defor-
mation :1o such gei~ortalstater.ent can be “nado for tho ve-
locity distribution since it is a question as to which of
these two effects is prepoi~derant. From figure 62 it nust
thorcfore bo conclu.dcd that for the tr:.nsition R
—- C(I)
tho effect of the arisin{: local retarclatio~ls is prepo:~der-
a.nt over that of the decrease in the perimeter of the
cross section while for the transition R~ C(II) the
reverse is true. Tile reason fcr this different kchavior
nay perhaps be sought in tile fact that the secondary flow
due to the short tra:~sition len~th of piece II is still
SO StZ’Oil& CVCJ after tho transition that the particles
stopped at tho wall can irmediatoly receive new kinetic
onerGy hy the turbulence interchange while as a result of
the larger transition leilgth of piece I the secondary
flovs are gradually destroyed already at the walls of the
transition piece so that this turbulence interchange cannot
take place to the sane extent as for the transition R~
C(II). Considering figures 61 and 62 in the light of this
view it Day lJe said that only, for transition R~ C(II)
is there any directly evideat effect of the magnitude of
the cross section friction perincter.
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X. THE PRESSURE DROP IN THE TRANSITION PIECES
On figures 63 and 64 there is plotted for all four
investi~atcd cases the drop in pressure at the wall in
peters air column against the pipe length for a portioa
of the ei~try run, the transition piece and the exit run.
The difference in the initial pressure of cross section
10 for the transitions C —-+R(I) and C~ R(II) is
to be ascribed to the fact that in the transition
c~ R(II) the entry run was soncwhat shorter than for
transition C —R(I). The neasured wall pressures for
the sections 9 and 1 of the transition pieces which pres-
sures arc different depending on whether the side or bot-
tom orifices are used for the neasurenent aro omitted.
The variation of the wall pressure along an axial section
of the transition piece naturally provides no measure for
the losses occurring if the pressure in the interior of
the cross section is not constant and does not agree with
that at the wall. The typical appearailcc of these curves
is for all cases the sane. As a result of the conversions
occurria~ in the transition pieces of kinetic into pres-
sure energy and conversely the pressure in the first por-
tion of the transition piece rises nore strongly thanin
the entry run and again sinks toward the end of the trans-
ition, Those e~ergy conversions cor.leto an end only when
the pressure in the exit run is again linear. For all
transitions this condition ottains after a final leri~th of
run of Iat = 0.5 n. Considering the pressure difference
between the inlet end outlet flange of the transition piece
without taking account of the partial pressure gain in the
exit run as pressure head loss hv of the transition piece
Of total lenzth Iv there is o%tained by substituting the
ncan hydraulic diameter of
dh~ S4;=4
‘C + ‘R
= 0.173 n
UC + UR
into the loss equation
the values given in table 8 for the loss coefficient.
l
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Thero ane also given in this tnlle values for a X91
-.
““:that was det.czminecl fo,x.,thc,.O.~n,pioee la~ of tile’-elxlt
run in which further energy conversions take place”; =On
conparina the values of hv and Aafi it will be seen
that these values come out considerably smaller for tho
trailsitions R~ C(I) ~i~d R~ C{II) than for the
transitions C~ R(I) and C -R(II)a The reason for
this difference Dust lie the increaso in tho mean velocity
bend czna/2g in the transitions C~ R(I). and C~
Ii(II) vrhich in the case of the transitions. R~ C(I)
and R~ C(II) renains practically constant. The. nean
volotiity head in the different cross sections was iletcr~
ni~zcd by the nethod already nentioned in the considera-
tion of the pressure variation along the rectangular entry
run, Por the transitions C~ R(I) and C~ R(II)
there was obtained an increnent in the mean velocity head
fron 10.3 n in cross section 10 to 11.45 n in cross sec-
tion o.
If it is desired to find which of the two transition
pieces is better with regard to the pressure losses we
should not restrict ourselves naturally to the comparison
of the values of Av and Aat but nust conpare the suns
\v CBZ12 l~f c~1,12
forned of tho products A — — and —— .
v d~v 2 g ‘at dha 2 ~
If this comparison is carried through for the trailsitions
c— R(I) and C~R(II) it will le found that the
tra:zsition piece 11 causes a snaller pressuro loss ~.i~d so
is better suited for the transition circle -—> rectangle.
For the direction of transition rectangle ~ circle
the result is arrived at that both transition pieces are
equivalent. This at first rather surprising result be-
cones explainable on ccilsideri.lg figure 55 from which
it nay be see~~ that for cross soctioil 10 in the trailsi-
tion R~ C(II) the still very strong secondary flow in
the imnediate ilcighborhood of the wall in section 10 of
transition R~ C(II) leads to very large velocity drops
which il~.tur~.lly result in increased 10SSCS and bring about
the result that the transition piece II in spite of its
snaller length produces the sane pressure drop as transi-
tion piece I.
It must still be pointed out that these findings with
regard to the relative efficiency ‘of the transition pieces
are justified only in the case where there exists a built-
up turbulent velocity distribution at the ontra.nce to the
, -.
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transition piece. If other velocity distributions exist
the question of the rcls.tivo efficiency of the transitioil
pieces nay be differently decided since differcpt velocity
distributions result in different energy distributions and
the latter are of very great effect on the pressure loss.
In conclusion attention is called to the loss cocffi-
CiOilts ~an and & in table 8. These coefficients cor-
respoild to those parts of the entry and exit runs in which
there is a linear relation between pressure loss and pipe
length. The two columns agree very well and this noreover
brings out the justification for the custonary introduc-
tion of the hydraulic dianeter for the deternin.ation of the
pressure loss of pipes of noncircular cross section.
XI. SUMMARY
In this paper t]le results are preseilted of pressure
and velocity distribution neasureneilts in transition
pieces in order to investigate the effect of the change
in shape of tho cross section contour for equal area of
cross section. For the two investigated transition pieces
which differe?L in their transition lengths a circular
cross section is deforned into one of rectangular perim-
eter. Since in each tralzsition piece neasurenents were
take~~ for flows in each direction four different cases
were coilsiclered. The entry runs connected ahead of the
trar;sition pieces were chosen of such length as to obtain
a built-uy turbulent velocity-distribution at the end of
the run. For this purpose velocity neasurenents in the
entry run of the rectangular pipe were necessary. For
circular pipe section those velocity distributions are
sufficiently well k:nown.
The velocity distr~butions neasured in the various de-
forned cross sections arc brought out by,means of isotach
diagrans. The isotachs at each cross section very rapidly
assume the shape of the corresponding cross section provid-
ed the local retardations and accelerations do not becone
too large. There is shown the existence of an exponential
law for the velocity in the neighborhood of the wall in
each of tho ~ieasuring planes parallel to the axis.
The nest important factors affecting the velocity and
pressure distribution in the transition pieces are naned
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and it is atten~ted to sh.ovJ their. effects at least quali-
ls-. .. . . tat%vely. --.lhe-greatest,effect, is thatproduced by the
local retardations and accelerations. It is particularly
difficult to deternine the effect of the change in the
turbulence neckanisn through the cross section deformation
on the velocity “distribution. Since in a rectangular pipe
the turbulence of the flow shows up directly by the pres-
ence of secondary flows it is concluded fron.the neasure-
nents for the transition rectangle~ circle: that the
Clwlge in the’ turbulence nechanisn due to: the cross sec-
tion defornrition does not very greatly affect the velocity
distribution in the transition cross seCtiOnS themselves*.
A third effect indicated is the change in the friction
perineter of the cross section due to the deformation.
The ostablishnent of this effect is also rondcred diffi:
cult by the fact that there is no nethod for finding this
effect independently of the other two. An important fact
cstabl.ished is that in no transition piece did separation
fron the wall occur.
At the conclusion of the paper are given the loss co-
efficients for the two transition pieces j-nboth flow di-
rections.
Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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.— Table III
Table I iaiti ‘of’n for v*rlous positions of
Cross section lreas entry run
.
for piece I M*a8-
-lro. of-
lection
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A;:ea
288,6
288,6
284,6
283,6
282,2
282,5
281,5
281,4
281,0
285,5
284,5
..-
- ~--
ing Cross section
)1-el 1“ II m Iv v VI VII VIII o
12 8,1 6>0 6s0 8,4 6,0 8,511,0”8,3 7,0
13 9>0 52 6;5 7*4 6,0 8,3 7,5 8,3 7)0
14 6,5 6,0 6,5 5,5 — 7,3 7,4 7,2 7,0
Ita 7,0 6,5 6,5 6,5 — 7,3 8,0 8,3 7>0
l$tb 5,0 6,0 6,8 6,3 — 7,0 9,0 8,0 7,0
14C 5,0 5,2 7,0 6,6 — 6,510,48,()7,0
6 8,0 5,512,57,2 8,413,59,0 8,3 7,0
7 8,0 6,012,56,5 9,511,19,3 8,5 7,0
8 8,0 6,2 9,7 6,7 8,410,19,4 7,9 7,0
9 14,06,0 8,7 6,711,09,3 f3,37,8 7,0
10 8,5 6,6 9,2 6,711,08,2 !3,07,()7,0
11 6,5 — 8,8 6,3 — 8,4 6,3 6,6 7,0
11a 7,0 — 8,5 6,7 — 7,6 5,9 5,3 7,0
llb 8,()— 8,3 7,713,66,5 5;4 5,6 7,0
Table II
Cross section areas Table VIII
for piece 11 The 10ss coeffictent~.
-No. of Area ?.a*
section. ~mh Tran::- Ently T&i. X&it ldit
10 288,6 ..... .... -, run
9 288,6 && (~-” 0,0162 0,0248 0,0266 0,01665
5 281,0 C–>R[11) 0,0162 0,0237U 0,0228 0,01665
~ 282,4 R–> C U) 0,0173 0,0106 0,0117 0,0171
0 287,6 R–FC(ZI) 0,0173 0,0199@ 0;00234 0,0171
w,
Y.&.C.A.Teohnioal
k-.
Evduat ion of
12~6
12;7
1218
12 9
,
;1!
13 ; 7
13,8
13,9
13 : 10
13 j 11
14:6
HI:
14 , 9
14 10
15
;:~:
TrebleIV
+&+ &a adremnt88t section5 of transitionCqR(I)
G....
0
+ 0,8
+ 1,5
+2
+ 2,5
+%6
+0,5
+ 2,5
+4
+5”
+ 5,5
+43
+ 0,5
+3
+ 4.5
+6
+ 6,5
+ 1,5
+4
+ 5,5
+8
_Mdg.
0
0
—1
— 2,5
—4
— 5,1”
+ 0,5
+ 1,1
+ 0,6
“o
—1
+ 4,6
+ 1,2
+2
+1
o
+ 1,6
+1
+2
+ 1,5
+ 0,5
_ D&:
o
+ 11,7
+ 22,2
+ 31,6
+ 39,6
+ 4-4,8
+ 0,1
+9
+ 18,1
+ 26,3
+ 33,5
+ 39,5
+ ‘0,7
+ 7,5
+ 15;2
+ 22,5
+ 22,3
+ 1,3
+ 6,4
+ 13,4
+20
c
m,s ‘.
16,38‘
16,38
16,4
15,82
15,12
12,05
16,35
16,25
16,32
16,25
15,35
11,94
16,22
16,15
15,98
15,62
14,76
14,78
14,72
14,6
13,4
L-z
lilts
o
-i-0,223
+ 0,50
+ 0,835
+ 1,185
+ 1,395
+.0,142
+0,663
+ 1,02
+ 1s65
+ 1,371
+ 1,325
+ 0,137
+ 0,763
+ 1,132
+ 1,42
+ 1,665
+ 0,398
+ 0,96
+ 1,277
+ 1,71
%
m@
o
— 0,046
t 0,101
+ 0,228
+ 0,331
+ 0,065
+0,143
— 0,44
— 0,633
— 0,627
— 0,677
— 0,125
— 0,375
— 0,658
— 0,598
— 0,588
— 0,443
— 0,247
— 0,624
— 0,686
— 0,491
Cz
m:s
16,W”
16,37
16,20
15,38
15,06
11,95
16,32
16,32
16,30
16@
16,27”
11,88,
16,21
16,12
15,9
16,55
14,65
14,72
147
14,5
12,8
P/yL
m“OS
— 41,6
— 41,5
—41,6
— 41;4
— 41,5
- 41,tl
— 41,7
— 41,6
— 41,*
— 41,6
— 41,6
— 41,7
— 41,5
— 41,6
— 41,7
— 41,6
— 41,7
— 41,5
— 41,5
— 41,6
— 41,6
* The nmeuring pointo lre the intersectionsof the threeplanem.
1, Cros8lection5. 2, Eorixontal(x)plane. 3, Vertical(y)plane.
msblov
Evaluationof spheremeasurementslt lection5 of trasmitionC eR(II)
Meb2ring*
ylpointlz
12 6
12 7
12 8
12 9
12 10
13 6
13 7
13/8
13 9
13 10
14 6
14 7
14 8
$4
i4 ~ ~~
14 ! 10b
15 : 6
15!7
1517
-
Gg.
-
0
+2
+4
+6
+ 6$
0
+ 2J5
+5
+7
+ 8,5
+ 0,7
+ *5
+8
+11
+ 13J5
+ 13,5
+1
+ 6,2
+13
Wdg.
o
— 0,26
— 1,5
— 33
—6
+ 2,5
+ 2;1
+ 1,9
+ 1,7
+ 5,3
+6
+ 5,5
+4
— 02
— 6,7
— 8,5
“+11,25
+ 11>
+10
mvg.
o
~+10,8
+ 20,8
+ 22,8
+ 37,5
0
+ 9,0
+ 17,8
+ 25,6
-I-32,9
+ 0,2
+ 8,2
+ 15,8
+ 22,9
+ ~,1
+ 32,1
+ 0,6
+ 7,4
+ 14
c
mp
16,33
16,38
16,26
15,65
14,85
16,38
16j37
16,1
15,78
14,68
15,65
15;8
15,6
15,12
14,4
13,45
14,77
14,4
13,68
c%
mh
o
+ 0,570
+ 1,205
+ 1,88
+ 2,2
0
+ 0,606
+ 1,175
+ 1,20
+ 2,54
+ 0,178
+ 1,00
+ 1,783
+ 2,667
+ 3.62,
+ 3,68
+ 0,226
+ 1,122
+ z%
w
m/s
o
— 0,053
— 0,0018
— 0,0038
+ 0,274
— o,712
— 0,72
— 01918
— 0,416
‘—0,0168
— 1,66
— 1,665
– 1,635
— 1,077
— 0,387
‘—0,022
+ 2,28
— 2,223
— 3,0
e
U1/s
16,33
16,34
16,20
15,7
M@
16&
16,32.
16,02
15,62
14,38
15,72
15,63
15,4
14,82
13,92
12,95
14,45
13,,90
13,0
* The measuringpoints lre theIntercectioncof the three planea
1, Crosssection5.. 2, Eorisoatal(x)plan.. 3, Vortioal(y)plane.
p/yL
mas
– 36,6
— 37,0
— 37,4
— 37,75
— 37,7
— 37,2
— 37,0
— 37,4
— 38,()
— 37,8
— 37,3
— 37,3
— 37,7
— 33,0
— 33,2
– 38>3
— 37,5
— 37,8
— 38,2
mm,,—-. , s-, , , ,~,--,--,., . ..”....- . . . . . .
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Value of nat differentcdctionsof transitionsC =.+ R(I) and C =PR(II)
Measuring
planes
12
13
14
~4 b
6
7
8
9
gb
10
10b
11
lla
Tramition c->Rw
———— .._. .— ...——
Crops lection
————
10,.9 75 3:1 0, 111 ~ lV
8,3 9,5 5,8j 5,8 6,0I 6,4 8,13 6,0[ 7,0
8,3 9,0 6,5; 6,0: 6,01 6,5 8,0 6,0 7,0
8,3 8,5 7,5, 6,0
8,3 8,0 8,0I 8,0 fil~ti~~ g
8,31 7,2j
8,3 ~ 7,5
8,3i 7,5
8,3 ; 7,7i
8,3 ~ 8,0]
‘3,31 8,0:
— ,_
— —
— —
8,0
8,0
8>0
8,0
8,0
8,0
—
—
—
8,0 $,0‘ 8,5 6,0 7,0\ M
?,0 8,0~ 8,5 8,0 7,0i 6,4
.%0 8,0 8,0 8,0 7,0\ 6,5
8,0 8,0 7,6 8,0 7,3i 7,0
8,0 8,0 7,4 8,o 7,3 7,0
8,0 8,0‘ 7:0 8,0 7,0: +
~ 8,0; 8,5/ 6,8 8,0 7,3; +
— 11,0\ 6,7 9,0 7,5; +
—! _ 1 6,5, 9,2 7,5i +
Tranaitionc-*R(II)
(kom siictton
10 9.5,1,0
8,3 21 8.0~ 3,5/ 8,0
8,3 17 8,5~ 4,5 8,0
8,3 16 9,0 5,3/ 8,0
8,3 14 ,.10,0/ 8,8~ 4.5
8,3 2,6 7,4I21,5 8,0
8,3 3,0 8,0:18 8,0
8,3 6,5 8,0 13 8,0
8,3 8,0 8,0 7,6 8,0
8,3 9,5 4,5 8,0 7,5
8;3 13,0 4,0; 8,0 7,0
—— 3,9\ 6,5 6,0
— — 4,0 5,6
— — 4,0 5,5
+Signifieu that for thesemeasuringphnea no exponentiallow couldbe
established8ince the lecondaryflowsgive rise to-extremevelocity
distributions near the wall.
‘Signifie8 that the corresponding measuring plane lies out~ide the
cross lection.
TableVII
Value ofnat differentsectionsof tranaitionaR -.+C(l) andR -+C(II)
M(?aSUXi3U3
plme 8
12
13
14
141j
6
7
8
9
9b
10
lob
11
lla
TranaitlonI?-bCm !FranaitionR->cfu)
Croaa *ection
o 1;3 ‘Crosssection5 7 9 10 I 15 0 1 5 [ 9 /10
7,0 ! 7,0 7,0 .7,0 7,0 7,0 6,4 6,4 7,0 5,0j 16,020,0I 7,o
7,0 7,0 7,0 7,0 7,0 7,0 6,2 7,1 7,0 5,5i 16,0‘20,0~ 12,0
7,0i 6’7 ~ 7’1 ;’ ~ ~ 6’9 : g ;170 20,0~ 12,07,0, 6,8 , ; 7,0 , 6,3 , , ~ 14,0~ 12,0
7,0 7,0 7,0] 7,0I 7,0~ 7,0 7,0 6,8 7,oI21 5,5 5,7~ 6,7
7,0 7,0 7,0~ 7,0 7,0I 7,0 6,7 @
7,0 7,3 7.0i 7,0 6,7 6,5 6,s 7,3 %[:4 %~: “N
7,0 7,2~ 7,2\ 7,0 6,3~ 6,2 6,!Z 7,0 7;0
7,0 1: ‘“: :100 ‘ 68 ‘ 52 737,0 : 7,2 \ 7,0I 6,9~ 6,3 f 6,0\ 6,7 7,0, 9,0~ 3,8, 4,7 9,7
7,0 , 7,0 \ 7,2 6,9\ 7,8 7,0 i 6,5~ 7,4 7,0 7,5I 3,5! 12,0 8,3
7,017,0 ”7,6” 7,0; ——,—;— 7,0 7,5 2,01 — –
7,0: 7,06,S—-— — i——— 7,0; 7,3 2,0~_.—
7,0 : 7,0 —
—~——:—— 7@1~~o-l-’-
._— —
i-si~i fiea tkt for thesemami~ planesno exponentiallow could‘be
establishedsincethe secondaryflowsgive rise to extremevelocity
diatributionanear the wall.
– Signifiee that the cprreapondingmeaeuri& plane lies outaide the
croea section. ,
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a,
b,
d,
e,
6*
77m
“P’ G ‘b ‘:“” ‘F
~“
&
.7wlMl+
E#
Z,mlnl
Sm 7m.
mm
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k 9
,.. —
b- U.
f
.—.
From kee atmosphere
9!0Ouction pip; z
of ‘blower
Entry run of circular section k, Suction chamber
Exit run of rectangular t, Perforated,sheet
cross section
Diameter of circular pipe
p, Prt&dtl tube
u, Inflecting chamber
Inlet throat .v,Transition piece
Honeycomb
I?igure1.- Test set-up for the deformation of a circular
into a rectangular cross section.
G%
r, Frame bb, Bottom sheet db, Cover plate
e, U-beam sb, Side sheets
l?igure2.- Cross section through rectangular channel.
Prom free atmosphere
-A-l
a,
b,
d,
To suction pipe-
of blower
Entry run of rectangular e, Inlet throat
cross sectton p, Prandtl tube
Exit run of circular cross section u, Deflection chamber
Diameter of circular pipe Vp Transition piece
Figure 3.- Test met-up for the deformation of the rectangular
into a circular cross cection.
—
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*--fiji=,@$y’=
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h,
k,
m,
n,
0,
r,
s,
w,
z,
Figs. 4,5m,5b,7
Ba*e plate
Support
Sphere
Graduated circle for ~
Vernier
Head piece
Graduated disk
Shaft of sphere
Cylinder
Z1 indicators
Ep9 Mirror
Figure 4.. Pressure sphere
apparatus.
mm2 DICII
o 1143d, Pressure tubes; 20 5 +’1 to 5 orifices 7,~91
Figure 5a.- Pressure
of 8mm
four orifices.
Figure
sphere employed Figure 5b.. Pressure sphere of 12
diameter with nundiameter with five.
orifices as previously employed.
Tll
Inside diameter=O.5mm
-----
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400 2(-JO (-) _200-”:&jo
Flow angle S
Figure 6.- Calibration curve
of the pressure
sphere employed with ,four
orifices (see fig. 5a).
/
~.llistance.from wall
Pipe radius
Figure 14.- Mixing,length
distribution as
A function of the distance
from the wall for cross
section 10 of the transition
C+R(I) and .C.->.~(II)o
~i&. 6,13,14,15
;t+mx
\\
q>
%
c~ *t
.5
c$t=17m/s
$_x=16.4m S I
LLJLLL.JJ
:-10 -5 0 5 cm 10
xory
Figure 13.. Initial velocity
profile in
circular cross section 10
in the transitions C-’R(I)
and C~R(II).
4s
gl
t
I I M——
0 1.0 2.0
lg V(m inmm)
Figure 15.- Determination
of the eqonent
l/n for the velocity
distribution in cross
section 10 of the tran-
sitions C+R(I) and
C-+R(II).
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a, Seats for ecrewing on the velocity measuring apparatus
s, Slot8 in a,leading into the interior of the pipe
m,b,t, Arrangement for attachment of l manometer
Figure 8.. Transition piece I.
Pigure 10.- Determination of
transition c’ross
8ection8.
the
~igure 9.- Transition piece II.
--
-. .,.
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.-
St, Sp,
h,
m,
Figure 11.-
ition cross
J’igs.11,12.16
.,
Oaliper points
2upport
Graduated circle
(s-also fig. 4)
Caliper apparatus for
measuring the trans-
lction.
riguru 12.-
in section.
Arrangement of
memzrimg points
10 and O
x direction
ZS5n 4A$ ?O Qe7s f@S Z3$ 276-
I 1-
.- . ...-+ .___:. q
?igure 16.- Position of cross sections I to VIII andO
in the rectangular entry rune
-- ...
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 903 l’igs.17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26
..........
x direction -3 y direction
Figure l?.- Velocity distribution (cZ/c=) in the horizontal (x) and
vertical (y) measuring planes in cross section O of the
transitions R+ C(I) and R-+C(II). = 19.5m/e
(for the figures in parentheses see fig?’’%),
72
73
74
74b
72
73
74
74b
?2
73
74
74b
6_7 8 9 ?0 Tl 6789107?
Figureo 18-25.- Isotachs in cross Figure 26.- Isotachs in
sections I to VIII cross section O
of the rectangular entry run. of the traneitiona R d C
(I) and R+ C(II).
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Figure 27.- Secondary
in 8 pipe
rectangular section.
flow
of
Is
$\zo
/J
R
*
w
o w
I“ V~ i%’mm]
Z5
Figure 29.- Determinatlon of the
exponent l/n of the
velocity distribution in the
neighborhood of the wall in the
?igs. 27.28,29,30
,.
Entrg length
~igure 28.- C~~ and #ta%ic
pressure le a function’
of the entry length of the
rectangular pipe.
I I .-
“o~ I I
2D
75 / ~ .
10 A
as
/ 74 1
02468 70 cn772
x
Figure 30.- c= and
Measuring
!“E
!EEEEl
-“’%ZI+R
dietributiono
in the horisontel and
vertical planes respectively
in cross section’5 of the
transition +R(I).
hor~=ontal and vertical measuring
planes of croee section O for the
transitions R~C(I) and R+ C(II).
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Jigs. 31’,32,33-
?ljgure’31.= ‘c”and
“t:onmX%%%
.’
!-
sontal and vertical Xasuring
plane. reqectively for crooa
section 5 of the transition
C +PR(II).
@
w
w / “ 74.
10 \
I
~2468 ?Ocm?z o 2
m x
6cm8
Y4
Y tirectfon
Hgure 32.- Velocity distribution (c=/~) in the horizontal (x)
and vertical (y) meaeuring planes of cross section 5
of the tranait$on C +R(I).
“~”
A4F==ss.A
1 Irtxl) / / 1/ / A 2XW “u’ 1+-7
U
/ / /1 / K4y&fr--2 “-~,’-($) [3 **
(Sm (5% (4% (3% (2% (##r q y direction
x direction
?igure
of the
33.. Velocity distribution cz/cW ) in thehorisontal (x)
and vertical (y) measuring planee of cross section 5
transition C +R(II).
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~gs. 34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,-,48,44,45,4.6,47
7892)
726
73
>, .-.,
?4
75
7.s
72
13
74
15
16
12
73
74
15
12
73
74
?5
72
?3 72
74 73
75 74
75
726789’07’
73
14
?5
72
73
#
?5
72
n
74
75
s
z?””~
73
74
75
76
73
73
*
75
s
72
t?
?4
75
76
Pigures 34.38 .- Isotkchc in
crosc sections
10,7,5,3 and 3 of the tran*i.
tton CqR(I).3ig. 34in
llso for C zR(II).
~igureB”39,40.. Isotachs in
crooo lactions
III and IV of exit run in the
tr8neit.ionC -+R(I)O
~igureo 41.45.- Iootachs in
cross sections
0,3,5.7 and 10 of the tranoi-
tionR+C (1). Fig. 41
also for R +C (II).
I’ignrm 46,4?.- Iaotachs in
cross section.
13,and 15 of exit rnn for the
transition R+C (I).
.
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Figs. 48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60
89W7f
y-&f-y’J+0+ ‘-”- ‘- ‘“73:cz]c.~-.gs .,.-, .,. ,, @ -’
7*L .:Q.?- . .-
3J7-
Q75 am m a6i7450
Pig’urea48- 51.- Isotachs
in cross
Bections 9,5,1 and O of
the transition C =+ R(II).
73
Figures 52- 55.- Isotachs
sections 1,5,9 and 10 of W.
transition R+C (II).
‘:CJC;;J‘a: ‘ *
~d13 ---- .-49s7V----- W75. .Q.an76 QSOQm47s
“.-
Figures 58-60.. Isobars
in cross
uections 9,5 and 1 of
transition -+R (II).
Figures 56,57.- Isobars
in cros*
w
sections 9 and 1 of the
transition +R(I) .
I . - ..—
i,.
.. .
.
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>., ,. ,,,
—Rect”iii@ilar crosi section O
for transitions C+R(I)
and C~R(II)
—--— Circular cross section 10 .
for transitions C-+R(I)
and for C-+R(II)
—Rectangular cross section O
for transitions R+Cl(I)
and R+C(II)
——--Circular cross section 10
for transition R+C(I)
—-—Circular cross section 10
for transition R+C(IX)
Percent of cross section area F
cm s 16.4m/s
Figures 61,62.- Minimum value
cross section
percent of cross section area F
c- = 19.5m/s
of czfc~ plotted against percent
area for sections O and 10.
a, Entry run
v, TransitSon piece
b, Exit run
Figures 63,64.- Variation of pressure at the wall alonu the test
lergth for the various transitions. -
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